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SECTION - A
Answer alt questions' Very short answer type. Each question carries 1 mark.
1 ' sine of the angle of acceptance of an optical fibre is known as2' What is the condition for destructive interference ? ]--
3' f n Fresner diffraction the radii of the various zones are proportionar tot 

ffi:?f;t, ;:,"J,ff."nn'" 
ot potarization is numericarly equaf to or the

Expand LASER.

(5x1=g)
SECTTON - B

Answer any 4 questions. short answer type. Each guestion carries 2 marks.6. Explain double refraction

7' Expfain Raman effect. How stokes and antistokes rines are tormed ?8' What are the conditions for obtaining sustained interference pattern ? .
9' Distinguish between spontaneous and stimurated emission.

10. Discuss about pif e of plates.

1 1' Distinguish between Raman spectra and Fruorescence spectra. (ax2_g)
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SECTION _ C

Answer any 3 questions' short essay/probfem type. Each question carries 3 marks.
12. Discuss the formation of colours in thin films.

' 13' A narrow slit is iff uminated by monochromatic fight of waverength 6x10-7m. ft ispfaced at a distance of 0.1 m from a straight edge. rf measurements are carriedI out at a distance equaf to 1 m from the .0g., what is the disiance between thefirst and second dark bands ?

14' calculate the thickness of a half wave pfate for right of wavefength sB' nm.Principal refractive inbices are no = 1.S44and n" = 1.553.

15' Exprain the construction and working of a Ruby Laser.

16' calculate the numerical aperture and hence the acceptance angre for an opticalfibre given that refractive indices of the core and the cfadding are 1.4s and 1.40respectively.
(3x3=B)

SECTiON_ D

Answer any two questions. Long essay type. Each question carries 5 marks.
17 ' Discuss the theory of diffraction grating. Describe in detait how you woufd use atransmission grating to determin! rh";";;;gth of right.
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production and detection of plane, circutarfy and eilipticaffy potarized

19' Explain the formation of Newton's rings. Describe the method of determination ofwaverength of monochromatic fight by Newton,s ring apparatus. .
2A' Expfain the propagation of light in opticalfiber. Howthe fiberoptic communicationsystem works ? write some advantages of the system (2x5=10)


